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Chek Canyon's�
Pleasure Dome

Directions

Park at Chek's lower lot.  Walk about 200m north on Hwy 99.  
From the parking spot there are 4 traffic signs on the west side 
of the road for the south bound traffic.  Walk to the fourth sign 
and then look for the trail heading up the short sandy  slope.  
The trail quickly improves and takes you directly to the 
base of the crag.

The crag is generally east facing and receives sun in the
morning and shade in the afternoon / evening.

All the routes have their names painted on the rock at 
the base so they are very easy to find.  All you need is a 50
meter rope to get on any climb at this crag.

1. Excellent Adventure (project) �
This  route is still being established so stay of for now.

2. Cornucopia - 5.10a (8 draws)
This is really the only warmup but it gets hard 
fast so make sure you stretch.  It starts at the far left of 
the wall on some blocky / triangular formed rock. 

3. Easy Prey - 5.11b (10 draws)
Great moderate route lots of fun with a variety of holds.
Starts up  a distinct crack line and the follow the bolts.  
Go left at the fork in the rock.

4. Technoambush - 5.12b (10 draws)
Get ready to grab crimpers, if you like big holds don't �
even bother putting your shoes on.   Starts a couple meters
right of Easy Prey.

5. XTC -  5.12d (6 draws 'Cold Shut Anchors')�
At the fourth or fifth bolt branch out right for two more 
draws to a shorter but more difficult finish.

6. Ibiza - 5.13b/c (8 draws 'Cold Shut Anchors')�
Starts just to the left of the big blank face.

7. ??? - (project)
No bolts yet but soon to be anouther great route.

8. Go For The Spine - 5.12b (8 draws 'Cold Shut Anchors')
Fun powerful climbing over a couple buldges.  Have fun ;)
Starts at the far left of the wall on top of the rock ledge.  
Best to belay from the ground.   There are two volts below 
the ledge you can use if you see fit .
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